West Virginia Dance Company
Technical Rider
West Virginia Dance Company was created to perform in virtually any location. WVDC
is flexible in its technical requirements. The company consists of 7 dancers and the
Artistic Director.
The Company travels with dance floor, costumes and recorded (compact disc, ipod or
computer) music accompaniment. We ask the presenter to provide the performance
space with whatever masking is appropriate, some kind of lighting (including the
acceptable options of work-light and/or sunlight), and a sound system. The performance
area must have a surface suitable for bare-footed dancing, and nearby space to be
used for dressing rooms.
Ideal Performance Space - 36’ wide by 32’ deep
Lighting - If you have a theater with professional lighting equipment the following is a
typical inventory of equipment that we would make use of, if it is available:
- Computer control for 72 dimmers.
- 64 source 4 - 36 degree Lekos, 8 of the Lekos should be template units;
- 8 source 4 - 20 degree Lekos;
- 10 - Front of House Lekos (size determined by your performance space);
- 8 - 8" Fresnels (1000 watts);
- 16 par 64 wfl (1000 watts);
- Units to light the cyc in three colors;
- 8 - 14' boom pipes with four side arms each; cable as needed from light plot; Gel
frames for all lighting units.
Sound - Presenter provides a sound system with front of house speakers and at least
two monitors onstage. WVDC can use either CD, iPod, or computer to run music. One
microphone will also be needed.
Dressing Rooms - Presenter will provide 2 appropriate dressing rooms that are clean
and can accommodate 3 female and 3 male dancers. A bathroom should be in dressing
room or near by.
Crew - Presenter will provide a knowledgeable technician to help set up, focus and run
show. The crew member will work with the lighting designer, which is provided by
WVDC, in setting up stage, focusing lights and running music for the show. The
technician should have knowledge of the space.
Please contact us if you have any question and remember we are flexible.

